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Summary
A top-down algorithm for generating the
Hasse tree of the fuzzy preorder closure of
an arbitrary re exive binary fuzzy relation is
presented.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Mathematical theories are pervaded with the use of
partial orders, and more general, preorders (also called
quasi-orders), i.e. re exive and transitive binary relations. Preorders also play an important role in applications, for instance as preference relations in multicriteria decision aid techniques. The observation that
classical relations do not allow to express partial or
graded relationships has led to the introduction of
fuzzy relations. In preference modelling, for instance,
fuzzy relations are used to express graded preferences,
indi erences and incomparabilities 4, 10].
In this paper, we will consider this decision-theoretic
framework in which fuzzy preorders, i.e. re exive and
transitive binary fuzzy relations, are used as large preference relations. An important issue is that of the
transitivity of the large preference relation. Transitivity is not always ensured (or even not desired) but
can always be enforced by considering the transitive
closure, which in this case is called fuzzy preorder closure.
Fuzzy preorders admit a nice graphical representation
by means of a Hasse tree, i.e. a partition tree with
Hasse diagrams drawn on top of it. Such a Hasse tree
forms a suitable basis for the interpretation of preferential relationships in the set of alternatives. For more

details about the exploitation of these Hasse trees, we
refer to 3, 4]. Applications can be found in various
disciplines such as cognitive psychology 1], nance 6],
nuclear engineering 9] and geography 5].
In this paper, we focus on the problem of generating
the Hasse tree. We present a top-down algorithm that
allows to produce the Hasse tree level by level for decreasing degrees of condence. Another advantage of
the algorithm is its applicability for any binary re exive fuzzy relation, in the sense that it produces at the
same time the fuzzy preorder closure.

2 BASIC NOTIONS
We rst recall some denitions that will be used
throughout. A binary fuzzy relation R on a universe X
is called a fuzzy preorder if it is re exive and transitive,
i.e. for any (x y z ) in X 3 it holds that R(x x) = 1
and
min(R(x y) R(y z )) R(x z ):
For  in 0 1], the -cut R of a binary fuzzy relation
R on X is the crisp binary relation on X dened by
(x y) 2 R , R(x y)   :
An important theorem states that R is a fuzzy preorder if and only if every -cut R is a preorder 11].
This implies that for each , R induces an equivalence relation E on X and a partial order on the
quotient set X=E . Formally,
(xi xj ) 2 E , (xi xj ) 2 R ^ (xj xi ) 2 R
and
xi ]
xj ] , (xi xj ) 2 R ^ (xj xi ) 62 R
where xi ] and xj ] are the equivalence classes of xi
and xj w.r.t. E . It is clear that with decreasing ,
the equivalence classes tend to merge together, or, in
decision-theoretic terms: \incomparability disappears
at the cost of increasing indierence" 3].
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As an illustration, consider the fuzzy preorder R on
X = fa b c dg given by:

b c d
1 0:7 0:6 0:6
1 1 0:6 0:6
1 0:8 1 0:8
1 0:8 1 1

R0:6

Figure 2: Hasse tree for R

Figure 1: Hasse diagrams
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The Hasse diagrams of the four corresponding partial
orders are depicted in Figure 1. These diagrams can
be summarized in the Hasse tree drawn in Figure 2.
In this tree, the broken lines in each level (identied
by the -cut R ) represent the arcs of the Hasse diagram of (X=E
), while the nodes represent the
equivalence classes of E .
For a non-transitive re exive binary fuzzy relation R,
the Hasse tree is drawn from its fuzzy preorder closure
R^ , which is dened as the smallest fuzzy preorder containing R, i.e. a fuzzy preorder R^ such that any fuzzy
preorder E satisfying R  E  R^ coincides with R^ 2].

3 GENERATING HASSE TREES
In this section, we present a novel algorithm (Algorithm 1) for generating the Hasse tree of the fuzzy preorder closure of an arbitrary re exive binary fuzzy relation R. A re exive binary fuzzy relation R on X can
be diagrammed by a weighted re exive directed graph,
whereby the vertices represent the elements of X and
whereby the weights of the arcs are the corresponding
values of R. Then, a re exive binary fuzzy relation is

a fuzzy preorder if and only if all the triangular subgraphs of its corresponding graph are transitive.
Algorithm 1 is inspired on a new algorithm we have
developed for the computation of the T -transitive closure of a proximity relation, whereby T can be any
triangular norm 7, 8]. It acts on a universe X with
cardinality n, the elements of which are simply referred
to as 1, 2, : : :, n.
On execution of Algorithm 1 the arcs of the directed
graph are visited in descending order of their actual
weights (double repeat loop: an outer loop running
over the di erent weights in the graph and an inner
loop running over all the arcs with the same weight)
and used as pivot, whereby it is taken into account that
weights can change during execution of the algorithm.
At the stage whereby arc (i j ) is the pivot, all nontransitive triangles containing arc (i j ) (for loop) and
in which wij is the maximum weight (if tests) are made
transitive by raising the smallest weight in the triangle.
Next, we add arc (i j ) to the set NewArcs. Then the
algorithm checks if the class containing element i and
the class containing element j merge. This is the case
when arc (j i) has previously been used as pivot. If
the two classes merge, we add all the elements of the
class containing j to the class containing i and we update the sets NewArcs and OldArcs. This means that
we add arc (i k), for all k 2 S n fi j g, to NewArcs
if OldArcs or NewArcs contains (j k), but none of
them contains (i k). Analogously, we add arc (k i)
to NewArcs, if required. Then we remove all the arcs
through vertex j from OldArcs and NewArcs to prevent them from being selected as pivot later on. Next,
vertex j is removed from the set S , which will contain,
upon termination of the inner loop, the representatives
of the classes at the corresponding level.

After having performed these actions for pivots with
the same weight (inner repeat loop), Algorithm 1 removes redundant arcs from the sets NewArcs and
OldArcs, which requires two steps. In both steps, we
make use of the fact that an arc (i j ) may be removed
if there exists an indirect path from i to j in OldArcs
 NewArcs, which can be shown to be equivalent with
wij  .

Algorithm 1 Generate the Hasse tree of the fuzzy
preorder closure R^ of a fuzzy relation R
Input :
Vertex Set = f1 2 : : : ng
Weight Set = fwij = R(i j ) j 8 i j 2 Vertex Setg
Output :
Description of Hasse tree of R^

begin

V := f(i j ) j 8 i 6= j 2 Vertex Setg
S := f1 2 : : : ng
for k := 1 to n do class k] := fkg

OldArcs := 

repeat
Select an arc (i j ) 2 V such that
wij  wlm 8(l m) 2 V 
level := wij 
NewArcs := 

repeat
for k := 1 to n do
if k 2 S and wjk wij and wik < wjk then
wik := wjk 
if k 2 S and wki wij and wkj < wki then
wkj := wki
endfor
NewArcs := NewArcs  f(i j )g
V := V n f(i j )g
if class i] and class j ] merge then
class i] := class i]  class j ]

class j ] := 
Update NewArcs and OldArcs
V := V n f(j 1) : : : (j n) (1 j ) : : : (n j )g
S := S n fj g
endif
Select an arc (i j ) 2 V such that
wij  wlm 8(l m) 2 V
until wij 6= level
Remove redundant arcs from NewArcs
Remove redundant arcs from OldArcs
OldArcs := OldArcs  NewArcs
Write level, classes and arcs of OldArcs
until V =

end

The rst step (Procedure 1) removes redundant arcs
from the set NewArcs, for which it investigates in pairs
the arcs of NewArcs. Suppose that arcs (i j ) and
(k l) are selected. Then, arc (i j ) may be removed
if wik   and wlj  , since in that case there exists
a path from i to j , containing arc (k l).

Procedure 1 Remove redundant arcs from NewArcs
begin
X := NewArcs
repeat
Select an arc (i j ) 2 X 
Y := NewArcs nf(i j )g
repeat
Select an arc (k l) 2 Y 
if wik   and wlj   then
NewArcs := NewArcs nf(i j )g
Y := Y n f(k l)g
until Y = 
X := X n f(i j )g
until X =
end
The second step (Procedure 2) removes redundant arcs
from the set OldArcs, for which it investigates in pairs
the arcs of OldArcs and NewArcs. Suppose that arcs
(i j ) from OldArcs and (k l) from NewArcs are selected. Then, arc (i j ) may be removed if wik  
and wlj  , since in that case there again exists a
path from i to j , containing arc (k l).

Procedure 2 Remove redundant arcs from OldArcs
begin
X := OldArcs
repeat
Select an arc (i j ) 2 X 
Y := NewArcs
repeat
Select an arc (k l) 2 Y 
if wik   and wlj   then
OldArcs := OldArcs nf(i j )g
Y := Y n f(k l)g
until Y = 
X := X n f(i j )g
until X =
end
Next, Algorithm 1 adds the arcs of NewArcs to the set
OldArcs. As mentioned above, the elements of S are
the representatives of the classes at the corresponding
level, and the graph (S OldArcs) represents the Hasse
diagram of this level. Finally, we write out the level,
the classes and the arcs of OldArcs.

4 EXAMPLE
To illustrate our algorithm, let us consider the fuzzy
relation S given by:

S
a
b
c
d

b c d
1 0:7 0:4 0:5
1 1 0:6 0:4
1 0:8 1 0:8
1 0:7 1 1

2]

a

Obviously, S is not transitive since for example
min(S (a b) S (b c)) > S (a c). The fuzzy preorder closure of S is nothing else but the fuzzy relation R (1).
If we run Algorithm 1 on the fuzzy relation S , the
following output is generated:
Level 1.0 :
Class 1 : a
Class 2 : b
Class 3 : c
Class 4 : d
Arc from Class 2 to Class 1
Arc from Class 3 to Class 1
Arc from Class 4 to Class 3
Level 0.8 :
Class 1 : a
Class 2 : b
Class 3 : c d
Arc from Class 2 to Class 1
Arc from Class 3 to Class 2
Level 0.7 :
Class 1 : a b
Class 2 : c d
Arc from Class 2 to Class 1

3]

4]
5]
6]
7]

8]
9]

Level 0.6 :
Class 1 : a b c d

As expected, this is a description of the Hasse tree
shown in Figure 2.
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